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93. ,A Note on Metric General Connections

By Tominosuke OTSUKI
Department of Mathematics, Tokyo Institute of Technology

(Comm. by Z. SUETUNA, M.J.A., Oct. 12, 1962)

In this note, the author will use the notations in [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12]. He proved in [9] the following

Theorem A. Let P--P[uj(R)du and G--gflu(R)du be a noi’mal
tensor and a non-singular symmetric tensor on an n-dimensional
differentiable manifold such that P is orthogonally related with
G. Then, there exists a normal general connection F which satis-
fies the following conditions:

(i) P=2(F), (ii) F is proper, and
(iii) F is metric with respect to G.
Furthermore, if we add to them the condition:

(iv), SA AI(P;--P;)A,
1where A are the local components of A, S--(F,.-F]) and the

semi-colon ";" denotes the covariant derivatives with respect to Levi-
Civita’s connection made by G, then F is uniquely determined.

In this theorem, A is the projection of T() onto the image of
P with respect to the direct sum decomposition of T() by means
of the image and the kernel of P.

On the other hand, we say a curve C:u=u(t) in a space with
a normal general connection F U (P[du +Fdu du) is basic,
if its tangent vector at each point is invariant under A. In [12, he
proved that if F is contravariantly proper, that is

NF,,A,A=0,
where N]=--A, then we can uniquely parallel translate any A-
invariant) contravariant vector at a point along a basic cu.rve through
the point, preserving the A-invariant property and if F is covari-
antly proper, that is

rAv-- O,
where Ai--Fi--3Pl/3u, then the same fact holds good for covariant
vectors.

In 9J, a normal general connection F was said proper, if N[’:O,)

that is

1) We say vectors or tensors are A-invariant, if they are invariant under the
homomorphism A of T().

2) See [11], 1.
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NF, O
hence i is eontravariantly proper.

The author will show tha for he uniquely determined general
connection F in Theorem A we have FN--O, tha is

N?-O,
accordingly i is eovariantly proper. And so he give a new the
following

Theorem B. Let P=P[3u@du and G=gdu@du be a normal
tensor and a non-singular symmetric tensor on an n-dimensional
differentiable manifold such that P is orthogonally reldted with
G, then there exists a uniquely determined no.rmal general connection
F such that P=2(F), metric with respect to G, NF-O, FN=0 and
satisfies the generalized symmetric condition with respect to G:

S A- 1 A(P; P;)A.

Proqf. According to Theorem 1 in [9, a normal general con-
nection F is uniquely determined under the above four conditions
except FN=O and it is given by

(1) F (ih, l--SP: SP)Qg + Stir,)

where ih, l are the Christoffel symbols of the first kind made by
-_. ppgj g and --- .--P:;) Si gS.S Ai(P[.

In the first place, we notice that
2 " Ai and -r, N

which we can easily prove, making use of the orthogonality of P
and N at any point xe wih respect to G, where Px--P(T())and
N is the kernel of P on T().

Since

+ +
pqp + +

we have

that is

3) Q is the homomorphism of T(i) such that it operates as Q=p-1 on each P(Tx()),
xi and Q=P on the kernel of P.
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and

Since we have analogously
qQgV= [gv(P;aPn +PP

we get

h, lVg- 1 (p p pp)Qg.1 (gQ,;+gQ,;)g

_
; + ;

2
On the other hand, making use of the orthogonality of P and

N, we have

--(SPZ+S,P )Q,g +
1 Aq/O p p5.; 1

1 Ap p;).

Substituting these equations into (1), we have
1 (p+p;,) +p2{
2

p2 1 pq phapj1 (gQ,;+gqP;P e,)g (gV,;+uq ;
2
1 As(p p;).

Since we have
(gQ,;+gP;PgQ)g

k q q tpj kAq pj kTq pjgp (pQ;+

hence the above equation can be rewritten as
1 Ap p 1 Ap

that is
(3) --Accordingly we have

=A u.+ , ,- u
that is

(4) A,--(A]:{tk}- 3A])p].
3u/

Hence we obtain the equations
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A N-0,ph

which show FN=O. q.e.d.
Now, in _11J the author proved the following theorems.
Theorem C. If a regular general connection4) F-uj(Pidu

+F{dudu) is metric with respect to a non-singular symmetric
tensor G-gdu@du and satisfies the condition

! l(p

then the covariant part T’P- of F is the Levi-Civita’s connection
made by G.

Theorem D. Let F be a metric regular general connection witk
respect to a non-singular symmetric tensor G-g,du@du on and
A be a projection of T() such that A and N are invariant under
P--(F) and orthogonal with respect to G at each point x of , where
N=I--A,A=A(T()) and N-N(T()). If F satisfies the condi-

tion (5) in Theorem C, then F--AFA is a normal, proper general

connection which is metric with respect to G and G-A(G)-- A"
du and satisfies the generalized symmetric condition:

A- A(fi * A

where Sfl

Another prf of Theorem B. P*--P+N is elearly regular and
(P*)---Q+N. Let us denote the Levi-Civita’s connection made by
G by Fo. By means o Theorem A, here exists a uniquely deer-
mined regular metric general eonneeion F* such tha P*--(F*)and
it satisfies the generalized symmetric condition wih respect to G.
By means of Theorem C, F*--FoP+FoN. urhermore, by means
of Theorem D, the normal general eonneetion

F--A[’*A--A(FoP+FoN)A
AFPA+AFoNA--AFoP

is metric wih respee to G and satisfies he generalized symmerie
condition with respee o G. And we have

()-(AF)-A--
and NF--NAFoP=O, FN=AFoPN=O. Henee his eonneeion F is
the wanted one. urthermore, we have

(A, Ag[?}),

A-AFP=

4) A general connection /" is called regular when P=(/’) is an isomorphism of
T().

5) See [11], 1.
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and

--AI{,c,}p+A(P, p,+
--APH-P{,},

which is identical with (3).
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